This paper argues that there is a value in deliberately and systematically exploring potential temporal behaviors of an interactive artifact, either as a means to add new functions, or to change the interaction with it. An improved version of Temporal Themes [23] -a vocabulary describing how software can "use" time or sequences of events -will be presented, alongside a series of design cases. These exemplify how adding or changing temporal themes in existing applications can enhance functionality and/or interaction. Moreover, the cases also serve as a basis for a discussion of the issues coupled to temporality, control and interaction strategies. Finally, a design approach with focus on temporal aspects is outlined. As a result, the paper opens up for a more conscious use of time and temporality in interaction design.
INTRODUCTION
Many of today's interactive products are passive, in the sense that they wait for the user to drive interaction. If we stop using them, "time stops" for them. Why is this? Is this per definition always good, or is it just that the designers just didn't reflect on possible implementations of time in the design?
As interaction designers we do have the ability to imbue time and change in our designs, e.g. as stated by Cooper et al [7, p. ] : "However, first and foremost, interaction design focuses on something traditional design disciplines do not often explore: the design of behavior." Since behaviors are inherently temporal, this means that we should consider temporality, i.e. how our artifacts behave in relation to time, in the design of interactive artifacts. Arguably, much and thorough work has been done within many timerelated areas: how to minimize waiting times, [33] ; how to design for efficiency, optimal layouts and minimizing the time it takes to carry out a task [ 3, 6, 16, 29, 34] ; how use and user experiences change over time [10, 18, 19] ; how to visualize time in design [13, 35, 36] ; and how users perceive time and temporal aspects like rhythm or waiting times [8, 17] .
Nevertheless, there is a shortage of structured methods to analyze, discuss, and imbue temporality in interactive products, and as a result most of them lack a creative use of time. It is only within the game industry we find a consequent use of time as a central part of design. Many games feature inherent temporal behaviors, from the time pressure in Bejeweled Blitz; to time management in CityVille; and meeting one's distant friends online in World of Warcraft regardless of time zones. There are also several examples of games utilizing time and time-related mechanics such as time-travel 1 and time control as their main component. One is Braid, a platform/puzzle game with six worlds featuring different time-based mechanics: time flowing backwards; time flow linked to where on screen the character is; multiple versions of the character from different "times"/iterations interacting with each other, etc. Another is Achron, a real-time strategy game where players -being commanders of armies -can jump back and forth in time, e.g. if losing a battle return back in time and avoid the battle. Moreover, players can move forces through time in a similar manner, but must then at all costs avoid these forces meeting themselves.
In Braid and Achron, temporality was used as a means to find new kinds of gameplay. When designing (other) interactive artifacts, a similar approach can result in a text that can communicate when it was written, or a vector graphics editor where shapes can be given an appearance that changes over time to form a living, ever-changing artwork, just as will be described in this paper. The topic being pursued and discussed is thus if and how to imbue temporal behavior in designs, i.e. to make an artifact "aware" of time, or make it "use" time or temporal elements. The main contribution is an outlined design approach focusing on what issues to take into consideration during design.
RELATED WORK
Several researchers within the interaction design community have developed various approaches to denoting time and designing for it. Löwgren and Stolterman [25] state that "Digital artifacts are every bit as temporal as they are spatial." [25, p. 137] . They list qualities of digital artifacts, focusing on the user's experience rather than on temporal aspects inscribed in the software. In a similar fashion Lim et al. [21, 22 ] discuss how to design the "interaction gestalt" using a set of gestalt attributes, of which some, related to movement, pace and state are in turn related to time and temporality. However, the attributes are intended as a means of describing interactivity and less as design principles. The same goes for Huang and Stolterman's [18] proposal that temporality in interaction should be described as annotated graphs.
Another approach is to see time as a dramaturgical instrument in related media such as movies, plays, and stories, as has been done by e.g. Bolter and Gromala [5] , Laurel [20], Manovich [26] and Murray [28] Similarly, Benford and Giannachi [1] discuss time in relation to interactive narratives, introducing the concepts of Story time (the time "in" the narrative, as defined by the sequence of events), Clock time (the actual time passing), Plot time (timing and ordering of events), and interaction time (when, and for how long, participants interact). These concepts are used to describe trajectories through the narrative experience. Benford et al. [2] further explore this, listing four key facets of interactive user experiences: time, space, interfaces, and roles. Somewhat similarly, Wright et al [38] see the "Spatio-temporal thread" as a distinct part of experience. In most of these cases however, temporality is being tied to an explicit narrative or experience rather than to an interactive artifact. This is somewhat problematic for the design of everyday interactive artifacts since they do not possess any explicit "stories".
Narratives have however been coupled to actions by Manovich [27] , who sees interactions as aesthetic events, unfolding over time: "the simple acts of opening a mobile phone or pressing its buttons [have been] turned into real micro-plays: very short narratives complete with visual, tactile, and three-dimensional effects." [27, p. 6] Similarly, Löwgren has focused upon the concept of Rhythm, [24] which encompasses everything from subsecond interactions, like tapping on a keyboard, to longer cycles of use. Both cases explicitly focus on temporal behaviors of software, but again, it is not clear how to apply it in design.
Despite the abundant use of time and temporality in games, handbooks on gameplay design often lack discussions of temporality in games (as seen in [11, 31, 32] ). Possibly this is because gameplay design often interrelates temporality and narrative, a topic closely covered in the aforementioned works. Schell [32] , e.g., labels "The Story" as one of the four basic elements making out a game. Björk and Holopainen [4] on the other hand, do acknowledge temporal components as one of the four key constituents of a game, and in their collection of gameplay patterns, they list several related to time, such as: Real Time Games, Asynchronous games, Synchronous Games, Timing, Rhythm-based Actions, Downtime, etc., and discuss the effects of these patterns (i.e. design choices) on gameplay. As such, the patterns are detailed comments on how time can be inscribed in design, and how it affects interaction, but they are targeted towards gameplay design and are thus quite specialized.
In contrast to all of the above, Redström [30] explicitly looks at inscribing temporality in design, by exploring the idea of starting out with time as the focal point of design. Together with Hallnäs, he outlined the Slow Technology design programme [14, 15] which aims to "put back the time" into design that has been occluded by efficiency concerns. Slow Technology artifacts instead encourage wait and reflection. One example is the Doorbell [14] ; a normal doorbell except that it, when pressed, plays a fragment of a very long melody. Only over time, and only if we reflect on the doorbell's behavior, we can discern which melody it is. Further, Hallnäs and Redström formulate a set of design guidelines when designing slowness -to make sure it takes time to: understand how it works or why it works this way; apply it; and/or find out the consequences of using it. Whereas this undoubtedly is a design strategy aiming for added temporality, it however also introduces ambiguity in these designs [12] , reducing efficiency.
In conclusion, researchers addressing temporality in interaction have focused either on the coupling to narrative, or on ways to describe temporal qualities of interaction or interactive artifacts, without considering how to implement them in design. A discussion on how to actually design for temporality is lacking, apart from Hallnäs' and Redström's guidelines for Slow Technology [14, 15] , and -if a narrative structure is given -Benford et al.'s [1, 2] work on interactive narratives.
Inspired by Hallnäs and Redström, Benford et al. and by Manovich's view on interactions as a series of events, the aim of this paper is as follows: To present a vocabulary of time -the temporal themes -and to exemplify how the themes can be used as a tool in design and, in conclusion, to propose a set of design guidelines focusing on temporality in general. The goal is to open up the design space by increasing the possibilities of finding new functions or uses by exploring temporal themes. 
TEMPORAL THEMES REVISED
In earlier work [23] , the author and an associate set out to define a vocabulary of temporality or temporal states. Being inspired by games and arts, the focus of the study was temporal qualities taken from movies, TV-series, books, and games with an underlying narrative. From that, six temporal themes were derived, and these are being revised in this paper.
Since then, the concept of temporal themes has been used in workshops with students (four iterations, 80 students in total), and also in larger projects. This process has served well as a means to explore the themes both as an analysis and design tool. A part of the process was also to refine the themes, and in this two observations were made. Firstly, by looking at new types of software, i.e. not looking at games, books, movies, etc, that were used to outline the themes originally, the mapping of temporal themes to narrative structures was somewhat clumsy; "What is the "story" in Photoshop?" In line with Manovichs' view [10] it was found more appropriate to see temporal elements as events, appearing in a sequential order. Secondly, when scrutinizing the themes during workshops, it was repeatedly pointed out that the collection missed a theme very common in software; the branching that appears as soon as one allows for different versions.
Below, the revised themes are presented. Please note that the objective with these themes is not to completely characterize artifacts, but rather to help point out and discuss the use of temporal aspects in them.
Each theme is illustrated using examples from software, instead of the narratives that were used in the original article [23] . In order to provide a sense of comparison and to point out how an artifact can change, the illustrative example of the Temporal MusicPlayer, a conceptual application which will evolve with each added theme, will be used. Note that albeit music in itself is temporal (every note being an event) we will here treat a song as being the smallest possible event.
The Temporal MusicPlayer is, in essence, a software which streams music. Its songs come from a database which is constantly updated with new of songs.
However, in its initial state, the Temporal Music Player does not work, because it has not yet any temporal behaviors. There is of yet no way to listen to songs, or to choose, skip or rearrange them.
Live Time: This is the time we live by. It flows unbroken forward at normal speed and it is now; it matters that today is today and now is now. Live Time is the same concept as Benford and Giannachi's [1] Clock Time. Examples of designs incorporating Live Time are games where time passes even when the user does not play, e.g. CityVille or World of Warcraft. Another example is related to visualizing how others are using a certain software right now, e.g. when co-editing a document in Google Docs remotely. In order for an artifact to possess the Live Time theme it thus has to change interaction or expression depending on what time it is.
Adding Live Time to the Temporal MusicPlayer, means adding a sense of "nowness", for instance by streaming every newly released song which is currently being added to the database. They are added now and played as they are added. Hence, the Temporal MusicPlayer is currently a radio.
Real Time: Here, time flows unbroken forward at normal speed; a minute is a minute -and the concept of a minute matters, e.g. time is being measured or expressed in the In the Temporal MusicPlayer, Branched Versions could be added by allowing users to copy an existing playlist (e.g. one that someone else has created), and then editing one's own version.
ANALYZING THEMES
As is shown with Temporal MusicPlayer, a product can be changed substantially by adding themes to it -or removing them for that matter; one could take a similar product, e.g. Spotify, and remove themes one by one from it, ending up with a live radio station or something similar. Or, one could add the Branched Versions theme to Spotify, allowing users to copy and edit playlists -a useful functionality not present in Spotify at the time being (January 2013).
There are however several things worth considering when analyzing an artifact from a temporal themes-perspective. 
Temporal Paint
Temporal Paint was the very first design (and is as such described more in detail in earlier work, see [23] ). It was designed and implemented by Theo Hultberg with some input from the author, as a part of a master thesis. It was the result of our very first attempts at using temporal themes.
Essentially, Theo wanted to explore temporality by taking a "minimal" paint application, change different themes in it and then see how these changes affected interaction. He started out with a very simple drawing program called Temporal Paint, where the only events were to draw lines, thus featuring an Unbroken Flow of actions, and viewing all drawn lines as Juxtaposed Events. Temporal Paint has several different modes, of which two are described briefly below (for more details, see [23] ). It is also available online: http://demo.iconara.net/ temporal-paint/
Temporal Paint Echo:
In Echo mode, the aim was to strengthen the sense of Juxtaposed Events. To achieve this, an extra layer of Unbroken Flow was applied to the lines themselves; they fade in and out irregularly creating a variable form of Juxtaposed Events. Users can control the latter by making some lines static (pressing Shift whilst drawing them), a strategy often used to create drawings combining static and active elements, e.g. a static cloud with active rain below it. Users were very frustrated before we provided this option; they found the application to be hard to use and understand. 
Temporal Paint Perspective: In this mode, another
Unbroken Flow was applied to the lines themselves; they move towards the center of the canvas, being scaled down, which creates a "zoom out" effect. As a result, the theme of the action (to draw lines) i.e. Unbroken Flow got an enhanced temporal effect in that users had to adapt to this change. Users were inspired to draw landscapes, like everwinding roads etc, seeing the focal point as some sort of horizon, and drawing rather fast, which did not matter since eventual mistakes were bound to disappear after a while.
Temporal Notepad
The Temporal Notepad-concept was conceived by the author and implemented and improved by Erik Gunnarsson, Olof Stranne and Jacob Raihle in the form of a bachelor thesis.
Here the base point of design was a quite simple word processor, featuring Disordered Events in that users can add, format, delete, cut, copy, and paste text. The idea was to keep this theme (and according functions) but also to add Live Time as a means to help the writer find newly written or edited text. It was however not applied to the action of writing, but onto the written text, i.e. the elements tampered with. This was done using color. Depending on the time of day when it is written, the text gets a certain color, changing from bright green to purple over a day. Also, text darkens as it gets older. In this way, the text gets a distinct look. It is easier to scroll and find newly written text. Users can also shut off the color effects.
The most important design decision in this project was the choice of what to use as events. Letters were a too small unity, as were words; fixing a smaller typo or replacing a word would be seen as visual clutter rather than navigational help. Paragraphs were too large units; changing just one letter in a paragraph would render it as being new, again reducing navigational help. Therefore we settled on sentences.
Temporal PoemWriter
This was a spin-off version of Temporal Notepad, created by the same people. Here, all functions except actually writing were removed, changing the dominant theme from Disordered Events to an Unbroken Flow. Unbroken Flow was also applied to the canvas in that the document slowly scrolls. The pace is slow enough for the user to be able to write full lines, but if the user pauses, there will be a gap. Moreover, imposing Sequential Events, selected words (seen as events) fade in and out to temporarily change the meaning of the text. This design affects interaction, both in that the user is prompted to write, and also in that the text suddenly changes meaning. The result is a view where it is actually visible how the user typed in the text (letter by letter, i.e. letters as events), and where the meaning of the text changes and can be questioned. As such, it is a tool for expression and exploration, rather than for writing business letters or CHI papers. 
Skype Fridge Magnets
This concept was created by Peter Lundberg and Niels Reijmer. In addition to the Live Time normally present in Skype they created a mode featuring Disordered Events. In short, a program records and extracts singular words (events) from user's Skype-conversations with others. These audio clips are then being represented as a limited set of digital fridge magnets, from which the user then can create poems, messages etc. which will then be "spoken" by playing the attached sound clips.
From an interaction point of view, users now have full control of what is being said, but not by whom. The designers imagined that the Skype Fridge Magnets would be a playful way to create and save fake but poetic sentences uttered by their loved ones
The JuxtaCam
The JuxtaCam is a design by the author and Olof Felländer [9] , we created a camera app for the iPhone, called the JuxtaCam. In regular cameras photos are taken in Live Time, and stored and shown in the form of Sequential Events (at least if one can delete images). However, still seeing photos as events, the JuxtaCam replaces Sequential Events with Juxtaposed Events, just as Felländer does with his multi-exposures. As a result, taken images cannot be viewed as such, but are always juxtaposed upon another, two or three at a time, mostly -but not always -in the order they were taken. Brief user tests show that this opens up for several ways to interact with the JuxtaCam; taking many similar images of the same motif to create images with similar shapes or colors; or taking images with same color scales but different motifs; or taking images with rather distinct shapes that one hopes might look good when juxtaposed.
Horror Chess
In this conceptual redesign of Chess, the designer Christopher Dristig-Stenström, has re-themed the pieces to fit a horror theme, as a means to support the new rules brought by the themes. Two themes are used. Firstly, Chess' normal Unbroken Flow of events (i.e. moves) has been kept. Secondly, as done in regular chess tournaments [37] , each player has a limited amount of Real Time to carry out her or his moves. This of course puts a certain pressure on players. To further strengthen this, Christopher added that the re-themed pieces are affected by the spent time; their abilities change.
Moreover, and more importantly, the game state changes from "night" to "day" which affects the re-themed pieces, e.g. the Vampire Queen is stronger during night. Initially, the idea was to map the behavior change of the pieces to Live Time, but that would then only affect the game if it lasted from day into the night, or it would have required a rule change saying that players could only do one move per 24 hours, i.e. "placing" their move during night or day depending on which piece's particular strength they wanted to utilize. Thus this change from Live Time mapping was changed to Real Time instead, with five-minute intervals between shifts.
As a result, a new kind of gameplay -i.e. interaction with the game -is being created. Since players cannot themselves decide the night or day state the game will be in when it becomes their turn, they either have to adapt to it in the best possible way, or risk/spend own playing time waiting for the game state to change in order to carry out an important move, also pushing towards effects depending on spent time. As a result, the gameplay now moves towards more tactical decisions than usual.
Temporal Art
This is a design concept created by artist Elin Lindberg with a little input from the author. Normally, finished digital paintings are static versions of Juxtaposed Events (seeing lines or pixels as events), but in this design, users could create an ever-changing artwork (Juxtaposed Events changing in an Unbroken Flow) by being able to control how hue, saturation and lightness of a chosen color should vary over time. The result is a painting where elements tune in and out, creating complex patterns. As such, it has higher design implications than just changing interaction; it changes the entire approach to creating a painting and even questions the nature of paintings. The major learning outcome from these design cases and exercises carried out in class is that one runs the risk of being overwhelmed by all possible events and all their possible themes. This is best solved by first trying to identify the events that are interesting, be it actions (like taking a picture) or elements, (like the messages in a chat conversation). In most cases, suitable events emerged naturally -the only design in which this choice became an important design issue was in Temporal Notepad.
Moreover, some themes are inherent in others: Sequential Events can for instance be seen as a special case of Disordered Events. This can be confusing, and sometimes students ended up in long hypothetical discussions. This was particularly the case when it came to the blurry border between Real Time and Unbroken Flow especially when the flow was continuous and not a sequence of discrete events, as in Temporal Paint. One could argue that Unbroken Flow should be split into two themes, e.g. Continuous Flow and Unbroken Chain of Events, but on the other hand, these two themes are so similar that it does perhaps not justify introducing yet another theme. And, since the aim of the themes is to serve as basis for discussion, and a starting point for design, rather than to provide an exhaustive categorization, the best approach turned out to be to just decide upon something, whatever that was -overthinking it is typically not beneficial in any idea generation process. And, since the objective of the design method is to add what may be missing, and/or change or remove what is present, the analysis in itself is not crucial, as long as the found themes are tampered with.
As for the actual design process there are two intertwined issues; how visible the theme is to the users, and to what extent users can interact with, or control, temporality in relation to their final goal (to make a painting, create a text, take a picture, win the game etc). These two parameters greatly affect interaction. The major example indicating this was the first design we tested: Temporal Paint Echo. In an early version of it, users did not have the option to make some lines static -all lines would fade in and out. The user tests indicated that users had a hard time coping with the application since they could not control or foresee the temporal behaviors; lines disappeared and reappeared seemingly at random. The lack of both predictability and control rendered a rather "useless" and uninspiring application. It seems that there is a risk that if the temporal theme is hard to perceive, users do not know how to adapt their interaction strategies in relation to it, and thus lose control over the interaction sequence and also over the final result of the interaction.
The coupling between final goal and control, or lack thereof, is shown in Temporal Notepad. Here users cannot control the Live Time elements of the application at all. However, the coloring of the text is easy to understand, and it supports navigation and writing and, most importantly, these expressions of time do not affect the final result; the text can be seen or printed without color.
Temporal Paint Perspective showed us that if temporality is comprehensible, control is not necessarily needed. Here, users could not control the temporal behavior, but since it was obvious, users found ways to work with it in order to attain their goal, or adapted their goal to the theme. Similarly, anyone playing Horror Chess must adapt their strategy to the ticking and uncontrollable clock of Real Time.
Control is thus very tightly coupled to interaction strategies. In Horror Chess players have no way to affect the temporal behaviors of the pieces, and they can also not choose the game state when it becomes their turn (except wait it out), which then steers interaction and gameplay greatly; players have to adapt, and the player that manages to utilize the temporal aspects the most probably wins.
As for Temporal Paint Echo, Temporal Paint Perspective and Temporal PoemWriter, the level of control depends upon the experience and intentions of the user; he or she may decide what to do in beforehand, and then utilize the themes to achieve a certain effect in the outcome. Here, interaction is still affected but users can more deliberately utilize temporality, since it is more predictable to them, in comparison with the changing states of Horror Chess.
In the cases of JuxtaCam and the Skype Fridge Magnets, the user has more control over events and thus also over the end result. JuxtaCam users do choose what to photograph and in which order, although they cannot fully control the juxtaposition of the photos taken; in the Skype Fridge Magnets users choose the words and the order of them, but cannot control the selection of words, or which voice is coupled to a certain word. In addition, users of these two applications can go about their (design) business without the added pressure of the continuously running time in Real Time (as in Horror Chess) or Unbroken Flow (Temporal Paint and Temporal PoemWriter).
The design case with the highest level of control in it is Temporal Art -here users control all aspects of temporality. It is thus the one design that allows full control over the end result; at least in theory. But, as stroke after stroke (and color after color) is added, each with its own temporal behavior, the synergy effects that emerge are impossible to overlook fully -the behavior of the final behavior may well be unpredictable
It seems that the more control users have, the less apparent temporality becomes; when users can add, move, delete, or shuffle events as they like the sense of the initial order of events (which is as close as we get to a time sequence) is lost. Similarly, readers of this paper may now recognize the Disordered Events and Juxtaposed Events in Photoshop, whereas others do not really detect these aspects of time and temporality -whereas the uncontrollable ticking Real Time clock in a racing game is apparent to everyone.
In conclusion: If we lessen users' control over temporality, the temporal effects must be easy to understand as well as predictable, so that users can adapt. If we instead increase users' possibility to control temporal aspects, their interaction strategies change from just adapting to temporality towards utilizing it.
TOYING WITH TIME AS A DESIGN APPROACH
As has been shown in this paper, the concept of temporal themes serves as a useful tool for analysis, discussion, and design. When we first started questioning temporality in artifacts, i.e. when Theo Hultberg designed Temporal Paint, the approach was just "How can we add time?" Once the themes were established, they were used as a basis for a more structured analysis followed by redesign, which brings us to the structured design approach I wish to propose here: Toying with Time. It contains the following steps and considerations:
1) Analysis
− Select an initial artifact.
− Consider which events that are present, both in forms of actions (what users do), and in the form of elements (the things users manipulate). Events exist on different levels (e.g. letters can be seen as events, but so can sentences; and similarly jumping over a chasm is an event, as is finishing a level in a game); choose whichever events that emerge and seem to be the easiest to work with.
− Using an event-point-of-view, list the present themes. You might find many different themes.
2) Toying with time
− Go through the seven themes presented here, in any order.
− If a theme is missing, try to add it − If a theme is present, try to change it to a similar theme or remove it − For each altered theme, consider what happens? Does the design still "work", albeit differently, or are further design changes needed?
3) Refining ideas
− Go through your most promising ideas, one by one.
− For each idea, consider the level of control given to users, and how that affects interaction. If more control is added (in relation to the original artifact), consider how users might access it. If control is instead removed, consider firstly, how temporal behaviors can be clearly indicated to the users, and secondly, how users might adapt their interaction to it.
− Improve the design accordingly, if needed.
CONCLUSION
The main argument in this paper is not that all artifacts should have an apparent temporality, but that there may be a benefit in actually questioning the temporality -or lack thereof -in one's design. As has been shown in the design cases, adding, removing and/or altering temporal themes is a powerful ideation method that opens up for new functions or entirely new areas of use. But -the choice between turning a typewriter into a word processor, or a word processor into a PoemWriter is up to the designer; the point is that by toying with temporal dimension we may find new, unexpected, and otherwise overlooked interaction possibilities.
